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Bitconia Platform-Metaverse Decentralized Crypto
Lottery System, mDeFi ,
Bitconia Utility Token ( BIA ) & The Best BTC and
BSC Wallet
Bitconia Lottery system is a secure online lottery system based on Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) decentralized network which uses the concept of smart contracts,
RNG, BTC for prize distribution and tickets.
Bitconia mDeFi is designed to be the biggest mutual decentralized finance
available in the market . You can lend, borrow, stake your coins or your friends
can guarantee for you.

BIA is a BEP20 standard token that
holds the utility for the user, as a
payment method along with the BTC
to participate in Bitconia Lottery
System.
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At the beginning
Bitconia THE WORLD'S BIGGEST LOTTERY
Our lottery platform will be one of the only online pure crypto lotteries based on blockchain,
designed in a decentralized way, to allow members from all over the world to empower
themselves and create a new world of crypto finance, a truly wealth transfer mechanism with
a positive impact on people’s lives named BITCONIA.
The main goal is to become one of the Top 5 worldwide lottery platforms. This is not an easy
task, but we have received overwhelming support from top players who have reaffirmed the
demand for a well-designed decentralized lottery platform with the noble scop to improve
the daily financial lives of thousands of people. We want to burn some stages. We will grow
quickly a strong community of supporters, and so we are conducting a token raise for people
who want to help grow BITCONIA-BIA.

Why invest?
By August 2017, the market value of the global cryptocurrencies has reached $100 billion;
meanwhile, the worldwide daily exchange volume has reached an astonishing $5 billion.
Other than Bitcoin, new cryptocurrencies with new technologies and features have been
emerging vigorously in recent years. And their total value and exchange volume have gone
over 50% of the global market. Currently, the daily exchange volume of each worldwide top
10 platform has already reached $100 million and maintained a prosperous development.
Based on the calculation of 0.1% commission, the daily income of a vibrant platform shall
reach $100,000.
As of now 2021, the market value of the global cryptocurrencies has reached $2.5 trillion,
with Bitcoin dominance 40% and daily exchange volume for all top 10 platforms reaching
$133 billion. Based on the calculation of 0.1% commission, the daily income of a big
exchange shall exceed $23mil/day.
In just 4 years the total market cryptocurrencies capitalization made a phenomenal 25x from
$100bilion to $2.5trilion. The amount of $100 billion total market cap in 2017, become daily
exchange volume for the biggest exchange in 2021.
Based on figures provided by 93% of the WLA membership as published in the 2020 edition of
the WLA Global Lottery Data Compendium the revenue generated by the Classical Lottery
system worldwide has reached $312.4 billion in 2019.
With these numbers in mind, we really believe that now is the right moment to introduce the
advantage of using crypto and blockchain technologies in the lottery system to bring to life a
pure decentralized online crypto lottery platform Bitconia, to see the same phenomenal 25x
growth in a short period of time.

History
Lottery games have come a long way from their inception over 2000 years ago, but they
have evolved into the form that gamers all over the world today enjoy. The games
survived, whether supported or prohibited by Governments, and the authorities finally
realized that the lottery is here to stay. Instead of seeking to outlaw it, they turned it into a
source of funding for Government Programs, and some even saw lottery games as a kind of
tax.

Ohio became one of
the first states to
offer people a digital
lottery option
trough Linq3
technology.

2022

The Australian
government started
their own lottery,
named the 'Golden
Casket Art Union'

1916

The first Spanish
lottery game.

1763

The first recorded signs of
a lottery from China.
Founds used for Great Wall
Project.

C.200 BC

In January 2016,
Powerball set a record
for the largest lottery
jackpot in U.S. history,
with its January 13,
2016 draw having an
estimated jackpot of
US$1.5 billion.

Euro Millions was
launched.

2016

2004

2018
The leader within
Indian lotteries is the
Kerala State
Government that
started their lottery
department in 1967.

In Finland, Veikkaus
began selling lottery
tickets in December
1970, and the first draw
was televised on
January 3, 1971.

1967
Modern History
Early United States
An English lottery, authorized
by King James I granted the
Virginia Company of London
the right to raise money to
help establish settlers in the
first permanent English
colony .

1612
Early Modern History
The first known European
Lotteries were held during
the Roman Empire.

C.35 BC
Classical History

1971

In England the first
recorded official lottery
was chartered by Queen
Elizabeth I.

1569

The principal lottery in
the United Kingdom is
the National Lottery, a
state-franchised lottery
sanctioned by the
Gambling Commission .

1994
The first official lottery
to be held in France,
was the idea of King
François I, who had
learned of such things
during his military
campaigns in Italy.

1539

Solutions-Bitconia Decentralized
blockchain lottery platform vs.
Classic Lottery system
Show me the way
Block chain-based Lottery.
Blockchain technology is paving the way for:

fairer,
safer, and more
transparent lottery platforms, which have the potential to revolutionize the
industry.

The online gaming industry, as well as the demographics of lottery players, are rapidly changing.
Blockchain technology is the next logical step in the evolution of lotteries, allowing autonomous
decentralized operations with a high level of participant gains, transparency, privacy, security, and
global access to a fair and just game.
To Overcome the transparent and fairness issues, a decentralized Blockchain-based Bitconia
Lottery decentralized cryptosystem has been designed. It is a secure online lottery system based
on the Binance Smart Chain BSC decentralized network which uses the concept of smart contracts.
The method by which winners are chosen is the main procedure of every lottery. To decentralize
this process, the RNG- random number generation protocol was created. RNG is a form of a
decentralized autonomous algorithm that generates random numbers based on client seed, and
block properties. The RNG is regulated by a smart contract that specifies the rules for participation.

“The Blockchain Lottery Platform is reshaping the lottery industry and
Attempting to improve the lottery ecosystem's fairness.”

The Bitconia lottery system offers many significant benefits over other lotteries:
The flavor of conventional lottery,
Completely open-source, and
Transparent, a distinct business model

Fair lottery experienceRNG based protocols and provably
-fair technologies for winner selection
and fund distribution.
Full public access for all network
transactions with the use of smart
contacts, rules which are legible to all
parties can never be altered.

No one has the ability to modify
network protocols, shut down the
network, or edit the ledger.
No one owns the data & everyone
owns the data.

Fairness &
Transparent

Decentralized
No bureaucracy.
Fast cross verify/identify all
winners.
Fast prize released process.
Real integrity of the winners, and
fund distribution.

Permissionless
&Traceability

Fast &
Accurate

Availability &
Accessibility

Reliable &
Secure

Players from all over the world
can participate.
Borderless experience for the
players, no restiction for to the
smaller size of the domestic
market.

Maintained & controlled by single
entity in a centralized location with the
ability to modify the protocol
Data belongs to them

Bureaucratic; Slow crossverify/identify all winners ; Rigid
process - fund distribution.

Security and safety are crucially.
Our reliable online lottery platform
has all of the required safety
measures in place, adhere to all
security standards, and obey all
regulations.

No public access , no immutable process.

Unconcern
&
Ambiguous

Centralized

Slow & Rigid

Available only for local players,
restrict to the domestic market.
No borderless experience.

Anyone can verify the system
process and its stages without
anybody's permission.
Anyone can trace instantly the
entire flow of draw process from
origin to the end, all records being
saved on the blockchain.

Unavailability
&
Inaccessibility

TRADITIONAL
LOTTERY SYSTEM

Limitation

No one from the public can
verify the system process
and need special approve.

Untraceability
No one can trace the entire flow of
draw process from origin to the
end in a public way.

Short description and Design
principle of Bitconia Lottery
Framework
"Bitconia Lottery system is a completely decentralized system that uses the current rules of the
most well-known conventional lotteries to build a platform at the intersection of the most cuttingedge blockchain technology.”
Bitconia Lottery system is a secure online lottery system based on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
decentralized network which uses the concept of “smart contracts”.
The system provides accuracy, transparency, and verifiability. The system comprises:
The Lottery System

A smart contract that runs on
the BSC blockchain platform

Players/ Users participating
in the lottery

The lottery regulations are established by the lottery system.
Each player chooses 6 numbers between 1 and 49 as the value of a purchased lottery ticket.
The player wins the 1st prize if the ticket number matches all 6 number of winning numbers in
the correct order.
The player wins the 2nd prize if the ticket number matches any 5 number of winning numbers
in the correct order.
The player wins the 3rd prize if the ticket number matches any 4 number of winning numbers
in the correct order.
The player wins the 4th prize if the ticket number matches any 3 number of winning numbers
in the correct order.
If more than one person wins the prize, the money will be divided equally. If no one wins, it will
be used as the pool for the next round.
The smart contract is a piece of code that runs on the blockchain network and can be accessed
by everyone, allowing players to verify the fairness of the lottery.

Goals
Our goal is to create a fair and efficient lottery scheme that ensures the fairness of the lottery
results and is accessible to all players.
Goal 1: Random Numbers Generation
The winning number is created at random, which means that neither the lottery center nor the
players may influence the value of the winning number in any way whatsoever. This goal is
achieved using a smart contract deployed in blockchain, which uses the current Blockhash as
input when generating the winning number. The Block hash cannot be predicted by anyone until
the movement occurs.
Goal 2: Public Verification
All the stages of the lottery system are open to the public, allowing anybody to verify the
lottery's fairness. For each draw, user-chosen ticket numbers and client seed will be displayed on
the Bitconia Lottery System web page after the end of the Ticket registration. During winning
number generation, the recent block’s Blockhash and client seed are used to generate a random
number using our designed protocol RNG. The Block hash value will also be displayed along with
the winning number and winners on the Bitconia Web page. Users can verify the complete
process using the algorithm available in the blockchain network and the value supplied.

Deployment Smart Contract
The deployment smart contract of the process can be described as follows:
1. The lottery center generates a pair of keys.
2. Lottery center programs the smart contract of lottery by solidity programming language. The
smart contract contains state and transaction rules, such as draw details, user ticket details,
winning number, winners details, and so on.
3. The lottery center signs the smart contract with its private key and sends it to the blockchain.
When miners verify the smart contract, it can be packaged to a block successfully.
4. Once the smart contract is packaged into a block, it will have a unique address. The address of
the smart contract is public to all the people, including players and the lottery center.

Technical Architecture
Bitcoin Public network for ticket sales and prize distribution,
Binance Smart Chain network for Ticket number registration, ticket sales, winning number
selecting, Winner selection, and prize distribution
Internal Wallet for each user to facilitate ticket purchase using BIA and BTC
Web&Mobile Platform for participant's and Administrator's access.

Ticket Register
Each player registers into Bitconia Lottery System and will receive an address (User wallet
Address), which is displayed on the user screen. Users can deposit Bitcoin (BTC) and/or Bitconia
Utility Token (BIA) to the given user wallet address before purchasing the lottery ticket.
Ticket Purchase
The process of purchasing a lottery ticket can be described as follows:
User internal wallet address must have an adequate balance (BTC/BIA) before purchasing
the ticket.
Every Player chooses his lottery ticket number and submits it into Bitconia Lottery System.
The selected ticket number along with user details are stored in Binance Smart Chain.
Winner Selection - The Heart: RNG
“RNG : RNG and Block Properties Based winning Number selection Protocol”

The Heart: RNG

“RNG: RNG and Block Properties Based winning Number selection Protocol”
RNG is the Uniqueness of Bitconia Lottery system. It generates a number from a variety of
unknown sources to ensure that each draw begins at a random position that cannot be predicted
ahead of time. Processes of winner selection are:
The winners’ details are available in both blockchain and Bitconia Lottery System.
Every time a ticket is purchased, the user chooses a ticket number. The format of the ticket
number is N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 with the range from 1 to 49.
At the end of a closing time, the smart contract generates client seed.
The client seed is displayed in UI for user reference.
At the end of the draw time, the smart contract generates the winning number by hashing
the client seed, current block hash, and nonce.
Winning numbers W1,W2,W3,W4,W5,W6 ,Block hash, and Block number are displayed in UI for
user reference.
Winners are selected by comparing users’ ticket numbers (N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6) and Winning
numbers (W1,W2,W3,W4,W5,W6) in the correct order:
Matches all 6 in the correct order - I Prize
Matches any 5 in the correct order - II Prize
Matches any 4 in the correct order - III Prize
Matches any 3 in the correct order - IV Prize

Prize fund Information
70 % of ticket purchase is allocated to prize fund formation and the prize fund is distributed to 4
wallets.
I Prize Wallet 1 - 40 % of the prize fund
II Prize Wallet 2 - 30 % of the prize fund
III Prize Wallet 3 - 20 % of the prize fund
IV Prize Wallet 4 - 10 % of the prize fund
Pay-out of winnings
Winners are automatically notified when they win. Prizes, on the other hand, must be claimed
manually

Device coverage
We will provide a cross-platform lottery for:
Web-based trading client
Android native client
iOS native client
PC (Windows) native client
MAC OS

UI Preview

Revenue Model
The following is a rough sketch of how ticket income will be divided:
70% of the prize fund will be distributed to lottery winners.
Operational costs: up to 15%.
Other expenses: up to 5%.

B

BITCONIA UTILITY TOKEN

“UTILITY TOKENS GRANT THE ACCESS TO UTILISE A PRODUCT OR
SERVICE”

Bitconia Utility Token (BIA)
BIA is a BEP20 standard token that holds the utility for the user as a payment method to
participate in Bitconia Lottery System. Basic information of BIA is:
Name: Bitconia
Symbol: BIA
Total supply:1000000000 BIA (1 billion BIA)
Decimals: 18

The Purpose of the token
Deduction of (Bitconia) Platform Transaction Fee with Discounts,
Fast customer support,
Awards,
Repurchase Mechanism,
Payment Mechanism.

Token Issuance

The tokens are distributed to 5 multi-signature wallets as shown in the below figure.

Capital Reserve
5%

Eco System
5%
Wallet Founders
30%

Open Exchange
30%

Presale&Whitelisted Investors
30%

Freezing BIA Tokens
The allocated BIA tokens of Wallet founders, Whitelisted investors and Capital Reserve wallets are
time-locked as per the below timeline period.
JULY 1st 2022
25%

JULY 1st 2022
25%

JANUARY 1st 2024
45%

JANUARY 1st 2024
45%

JANUARY 1st 2023
30%

JANUARY 1st 2023
30%

Wallet Founders
Allocation: 300000000 BIA (Overall
30 %)

Presale & Whitelisted Investors
Allocation: 300000000 BIA (Overall
30 %)

Lock Period
SEP 1st 2024

Capital Reserve
Allocation: 50000000 BIA (Overall 5 %)

Burning and repurchasing plan
Quarterly, 10% of our profits will be used to buy back BIA and destroy them. All buy-back transactions
will be announced on the blockchain.
Same time we are implementing a manual burning mechanism in addition to repurchasing plan.

Use of Funds
40%

Technical
development

30%

Branding and
Marketing

25%

5%

Daily operation

Reserve

Used to build the BITCONIA platform
and perform upgrades to the system,
which includes team recruiting,
training, and the development budget.

Brand establishment as well as
operation and promotion of the
platform.
Expenses of daily logistics
management, office rent,
audit, law works, and so forth.

Kept in reserve to cope with any
emergency or unexpected
situation that might come up.

Strategies to Acquire
Users&Grow Volume
Conventional PR/Marketing
The plan to acquire users and drive volume is typically a combination of the following:
Release PR articles on traditional and established crypto news outlets for English,
Chinese and Korean audiences.
Employ influencers from social apps like Twitter, Reddit, Bitcointalk, Wechat, Kakaotalk,
Telegram, Youtube, Medium, etc.
Community Management
AMA, interviews, ‘ICO reviews’
Affiliate programs
Affiliate marketing and SEO
Hosting meetups
Bounty programs and Smart airdrop

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
● Competitions

Apart from these conventional strategies described above, Bitconia has access to other methods to
acquire users and increase volumes effectively.
Partnerships
We will bring some big exchanges, local authorities, and NPO to become our stable partners.

Risks
There are many risks involved in running a lottery. We have the maturity the talent, experience, and
high management skills to overcome them.

Security
We are following the best practices when it comes to securing infrastructure and data
including ISO/IEC27001:20132 and the CryptoCurrency Security Standard (CCSS)

Road Map

May 2021
Core team framed
Project started
Dec 2021
Start testing Web,iOS,Android
lottery platform,RNG,wallet
February 2022
White paper release for
Bitconia Lottery system
and Bitconia Token.
Global promotion

March 2022
ICO website live
Bitconia Token released
and ICO

June 2022
Bitconia Lottery web, iOS,
android launch
July 2022
Listing Bitconia Token on the
main exchanges

November 2022
Bitconia mDeFi platform
release
Q1 2023
Bitconia first world metaverse
lottery launch

